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1. Introduction. N. Steenrod posed the problem of determining

those homology classes of a space which can be represented as the

image of the fundamental class of a manifold. The problem, which is

central in cobordism theory, has since been treated by R. Thorn [12],

P. Conner and E. Floyd [6], [7], and Y. Shikata [ll], among others.

In this paper the manifolds will be weakly almost complex (ll-mani-

folds). A solution will be obtained in the stable range for the Eilen-

berg-MacLane spaces K(w, q), it a cyclic group of prime or infinite

order, and for the spaces B U[2q] fibred over B U with in(BU[2q]) =0

when i<2q and Wi(BU[2q])—>7r<(73[/) an isomorphism when i^2q.

The spaces BU[2q] were studied by J. F. Adams [l], who denoted

them BU(2q, ■ ■ ■ , <x>).

We now introduce some notation. All spaces will have base points,

and all homology and cohomology theories will be reduced. For p a

prime, pp: 8*(X; Z)—>Z7*(X; ZP) denotes the usual coefficient homo-

morphism. <iI*(X) = fii*(X; MU) is the (graded) complex bordism

group of X, i.e., the homology of X with coefficients in the Milnor

spectrum MU [7], [l0]. There is a natural transformation p: cli*( )

—>£r*( ; Z) of homology theories; we denote by ^3,:CU*(X)

—>7J*(X; Zp) the composition pPp. In terms of p, the problem posed

above becomes that of determining the image of p in 77*(X; Z); see

[6] for the geometric interpretation of p.

The main results, along with several of an auxiliary nature, are

summarized below. Their proofs are given in §§3 and 4. Some obser-

vations on the homology of a spectrum, with coefficients in another

spectrum, are collected in §2.

Lemma (1.1). For any of the spaces K(w, q), ir cyclic of prime or

infinite order, or BU[2q], r\p ker (pp)=0 in the stable range.

Theorem (1.2). For any of the spaces K(t, q), ir cyclic of prime or

infinite order or BU[2q], a homology class x in the stable range is in

the image of p if and only if pp(x) is in the image of pp for all primes p.

We are therefore led to consider the homomorphisms /i3,:'U*(X)

-h>7?*(X; Zp). Let A*(p) denote the mod p Steenrod algebra, and let

X'A*(p)—>A*(p) denote the canonical anti-automorphism [9]. Given

aEA'(p), make a act on H*(X; Zp) by means of the Kronecker index:
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(ax, £> = (*, x(a)Z)

for xGTT^X; Zp) and £ ESk-l(X; Zp); thus a lowers degrees by i in

homology. Let I*(p) denote the two-sided ideal in A*(p) generated

by the Bockstein Q^\

Lemma (1.3). For any space with base point, the image of pp is

annihilated by all (homology) operations in I*(p).

Theorem (1.4). For X any of the spaces K(ir, q), II cyclic of prime

or infinite order, or BU[2q], the image of pp in the stable range is

exactly the sub space of 77* (X; Zp) annihlated by I*(p).

The following result may be of independent interest. Adams has

defined classes chq,TEH2«+2r(BU[2q]; Z) for g^O and r^O.

Proposition (1.5). For r<q, one can construct yq,rE^i.2q+2r(BU[2q])

so that (p(yq,r), chq,r) = L

2. Homology of a spectrum. The families of spaces K(tt, q) and

BU[2q], as well as the Thorn spaces MU(q), all yield spectra. We

denote these spectra by K(ir), bu and MU. (The spectrum

bu has spaces bu2q = BU[2q], bu2q^i — Q,BU[2q\; MU has spaces

MU2q = MU(q), MU2q+i = S1AMU(q).) If M= [Mt] denotes one of

these spectra, then M has the following properties:

(a) Mq is (q— l)-connected;

(b) SMq-^>Mq+i induces isomorphisms iTi(SMq)—*Wi(Mq+\) for i < 2q

and an epimorphism for i = 2q.

We want to be able to prove results of the following sorts:

<\Uq+ir(BU[2q]) is free abelian for r<q; <\Lit+2r+i(B U [2q]) =0 if

r<q— 1; the map MU(q)—>BU[2q] obtained from the 7C-theory

Thom class induces an epimorphism (\i2q+2r(MU(q))-^'\i2q+2T(B U[2q])

for r <q. Such results may be proved by letting q—> co to obtain

homology groups of a spectrum with coefficients in another spectrum

—e.g., HT(bu; MU)—and by then noticing that we may interchange

the roles of the two spectra and re-examine the questions. E.g.,

Hr(bu; MU)~Hr(MU; bu), and the latter group may be investigated

with the help of the homology theory 77* ( ; bu). These ideas are

due to A. Hattori [8].

Let M= [Mq] and M'= [M't] be two spectra satisfying (a) and

(b) above. Then

Hq+r(Mg; At) = lim Te+f+.(Af, A MI).
S—* oo

We define T7r(Af; Af')=lim„„ Sq+r(Mq; AT), so that
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HT(M; M') = lim lim irq+r+,(Mq AMI).

Taking the limit in the other order and twisting the factors, we

obtain Hr(M'; M), proving

Lemma (2.1). Hr(M; M')~Hr(M', M).

Lemma. (2.2). If r<q — l, then

Bq+T(Mq;M')~ Hr(M;M').

Proof. It suffices to show that Bq+r(Mq; M')-^Bq+r+i(Mq+i; M')

is an isomorphism for r<q — 1, and for this we must show that

Hq+T+i(SMq; M') -> Bq+r+i(Mq+i; M')

is an isomorphism for r<q — 1. Regard SMq—^Mq+i as an inclusion,

and put Nq+i = Mq+i/SMq. Since M satisfies (a), all three spaces

SMg, Mq+i, Nq+i are g-connected. It follows from the generalized

suspension theorem [3] that for any of these spaces 7r,( ) =7r*( )

if i^2q(ir\( ) = 77,-( ; S) is stable homotopy, where S denotes

the sphere spectrum). Since M satisfies (b), the exact sequence

for stable homotopy implies that 7r^(7Vs+i)=0 if i^2q. Hence also

Tn(Nq+i) =0 for i^=2q, so Nq+i is 2g-connected. Then the spectral

sequence for B*(Nq+i; M') shows that Hi(Nq+i; M')=0 if j'g2#,

since M' satisfies (a). From the exact sequence for 27*( ; M'), it

follows that Bi(SMq; M')-+Hi(Mq+i; M') is an isomorphism if i<2q

(and onto if i = 2q). Q.E.D.
The spectra mentioned at the beginning of this section are multi-

plicative; this is well known for K(it) and MU, and has been shown

for bu by D. Anderson [2]. The coefficient ring B*(S°; bu) is a poly-

nomial ring over the integers on a 2-dimensional generator, and so

has no torsion. The maps MU(q)—*BU[2q\ mentioned above give

rise to a multiplicative map of spectra v: MU^>bu ([2]); this in-

duces an epimorphism of coefficient rings £T*(S°; MU)—*B*(S°; bu),

which is essentially the Todd genus. Moreover, there are maps

BU[2q]-+K(Z, 2q) corresponding to chq,0EH2"(BU[2q]; Z), which

give rise to another multiplicative map of spectra X:bu^>K(Z). The

composition MU-^>bu-*K(Z) is the usual map }i:MU^>K(Z) result-

ing from the cohomology Thorn class; this latter map induces the

natural transformation p. Let v and X induce v, X respectively.

Lemma (2.3). Let X be a CW-complex with base point with Z7*(X; Z)

free abelian. Then 77*(X; MU) and 77*(X; bu) are free abelian and the

homomorphisms
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T7*(X; MU) A 77*(X; bu), 77*(A; bu) -» TT*(A; Z)

are epimorphisms.

Proof. The spectral sequences for T7*(X; MU) and T7*(X; bu)

both collapse, since T7*(A; Z) and both coefficient rings are free

abelian. Thus both p:H*(X; Aft/)—>T7*(X; Z) and X map onto

T7*(A; Z). Let (c.) be a homogeneous basis for T7*(A; Z) as a free

abelian group. Select a homogeneous pre-image 7,- of c,- in

T7*(X; MU); then the image 7/ of 7,- in T7*(A; bu) is also a pre-image

of Ci. It follows easily, from an argument used by P. Conner and

E. Floyd [6], that T7*(X; MU) is a free 8*(S°; MU)-module on the

7,-, and that T7*(A; bu) is a free T7*(5°; bu)-module on the 7/. Thus

all assertions are proved. Q.E.D.

As a consequence of these lemmas, we obtain commutative dia-

grams such as

epi
77*(MZ7; MU) -^ H*(MU; Z)

(2.4) epi v*

77*(6m MU)  -^ H*(bu;Z)

showing that im(p) =im(y*) in H*(bu; Z). There is a similar diagram

if bu is replaced by K(ir), ir cyclic, and also diagrams such as

epi
#* (M U; M U) -A #* (M U; Zp)

(2.5) epi x*
Mo

H*(bu;MU)  -4 H*(bu;Zp)

showing that im(ju») =im(x*) in 77*(bu; Zp).

3. Proof of Theorem (1.2). To begin, we remark that for any of the

spaces K(ir, q), x cyclic of prime or infinite order, or BU[2q], the

cohomology in the stable range has no elements of order p2 for any

prime p. This is shown by Adams [l] in the latter case, and is well

known in the other cases. By the universal coefficient theorem the

stable homology of these spaces has no elements of order p2. Since

the homology groups are finitely generated, Lemma (1.1) follows

immediately.
Theorem (1.2) is immediate for K(ir, q) if ir is a finite cyclic group

of prime order. With ir = Z, the Hurewicz theorem implies that,

in dimension q, p and all pP are onto. Thus we confine attention to

dimensions>a. Let xEHq+r(K(Z, q); Z) with pP(x)=pp(yp) for all

primes p. Since Hq+T(K(Z, q); Zp)=0 for almost all primes p, we may
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assume that almost all the yp vanish. By elementary number theory,

if we replace yp by a suitable multiple we may also assume that

Vp-(yp) =0 if p'^p. Then putting y= ^yp, we have pp(x) =pP(y) for

all, p, i.e., pp(x— p(y))=0 for all p, so by Lemma (1.1) x = p(y). Thus

Theorem (1.2) is proved in this case.

Finally we consider BU[2q], first proving Proposition (1.5). Recall

that the classes chq,TEH2"+2r(BU[2q]; Z) defined by Adams [l] pass

in rational cohomology to m(r)chq+r, where

«W = IT p[rl(p-1}]
V

and ch9+, is the component of the Chern character in dimension

2q + 2r. We wish to construct a class yq,rE^i2q+2r(BU[2q\) so that

{p(y<i,r), ch9,r) = 1, provided that r <q. That is, we seek a "U-manifold

Af2«+2r and aEK(M) so that [Af]=0 in the complex bordism ring

and a is trivial on the (2q — l)-ske!eton of M, for which (w(r)cha+r(o;),

M) = L
Let w=(ii, ■ • ■ , ik) be a partition of degree r, so that k^r<q.

Put Ma = CP(ii+l)X ■ ■ ■ XCP(ik + l)XS2l^2kand let otuEK(MH)

be the product of the bundles -q — 1 on the projective spaces (77 the

Hopf bundle) and the generating bundle of K(S2q~2k). Then Ma is

a 11-manifold of dimension 2q + 2r, [Af„] = 0 in the complex bordism

ring, and ota is trivial on the (2g —1) -skeleton of Ma. Thus a classi-

fying map for aa lifts to a map Ma-^>BU[2q\, and so we obtain

y.E^MBU^q]). Put (co + l)!=(/i+l)! • ■ • (4 + 1)!; it is easily
seen that

(p(ya), ch«>r)-«(r)/(«+l)l

Lemma (3.1). The integers m(r)/(a + \.)\, as w runs through the

partitions of degree r, have greatest common divisor 1.

Proof. It suffices to exhibit for each prime p<r a partition w of

degree r with w(r)/(«+l)! prime to p, since m(r) is divisible by no

greater primes. Given p, let w be any partition of degree r with p — 1

occurring exactly [r/(p — 1) ] times. Then p [r/(p — 1) ] divides (w+1)!,

and so m(r)/(u +1)! is prime to p. Q.E.D.

Proof of (1.5). For each partition w of degree r, we have con-

structed ya in %2q+2r(BU[2q]) with (p(ya), chqir)=m(r)/(u + l)l

According to the lemma just established, there is an integral linear

combination yq,r= ^,auya with (p(ya,T), ch9,r) = l. Q.E.D.

We now prove Theorem (1.2) for BU[2q\. Concerning the coho-

mology of BU[2q], the following remarks are needed (see [l]). For

r odd, r<2q-2, H2*+r(BU[2q]; Zp)=0 for almost all primes; for
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r<q, H2q+2r(BU[2q\; ZP)^ZP with generator pp(ch3,r) for almost all

primes p. Now let xE8*(BU[2q] ; Z) be given in the stable range

with pp(x) Gim(jup) for all primes p. If x has odd degree, we may

argue as above that xGim(/u). Thus suppose xG772„+2r(73 t/[2g]; Z);

by virtue of Proposition (1.5), we may also assume that (x, ch,,r) = 0.

Hence pp(x) =0 for almost all primes p. Now say pP(x) = pPiyP) for all

primes p, with almost all the yp zero. Again by Proposition (1.5),

we may assume that (piyP), chj,r) = 0 for all p, so that Pp'iyp)=0

for almost all primes p'. Replacing the yp by suitable multiples,

we may further require that pP>iyP)=0 for all prime £, p' ip^p').

Putting y= Yvp> we see that pPix)=pPiy) for all primes p, so that

x=fj,iy) by Lemma (1.1). This completes the proof.

4. Proof of Theorem (1.4). We begin by proving Lemma (1.3).

Recall that the mod p Steenrod algebra A*ip) acts on 77*(X; Zp) via

the Kronecker index. The two-sided ideal I*ip) in A*ip) generated

by the Bockstein Q(0p) is also the left (or right) ideal generated by the

elements of odd degree, according to Milnor [10].

Proof of (1.3). In view of the above remark, it suffices to show

that any stable operation CU*( )—>27*( ; Zp) of odd degree is trivial.

By Alexander-Spanier duality [13], such an operation corresponds

to a stable operation CU*( )—>77*( ; Zp), and so to an element of

B*iMU; Zp). Since the stable cohomology of MU vanishes in odd

dimensions, the result follows. Q.E.D.

Theorem (1.4) will now be proved for BU[2q]; a simplified, argu-

ment suffices to treat Kiir, q), -ir cyclic of prime or infinite order.

It follows from (2.5) that in the stable range imfjuj,) =im(p*) in

B*iBU[2q]; Zp), where v*:B*iMUiq); Zp)^3*iBU[2q]; Zp) is in-
duced by the map v: MUiq)—*BU[2q\. There is also an induced map

in cohomology v*:B*iBU[2q]; Zp)-^B*iMUiq); Zp). Making use of

the Kronecker index, it suffices to show that in the stable range

(4.1) ker(,*) = I*(p) -B^BU^qlZp).

According to Adams [l], H*(BU[2q\; Z„) is isomorphic in the

stable range to a direct sum of A* (p)-modules isomorphic to

A*(p)/J*(p) on generators pp(chq,r) with r = 0, 1, • • • , p — 2; here

J*(p) is the left ideal generated by QfEA^p) and QfEA2^-l(fi).
Milnor [10] has shown that B*(MU(q); Zp) is isomorphic in the

stable range to a direct sum of free modules over A*(p)/I*(p), on

generators sa of degree 2 deg w, where w is any partition containing

no integer of the form p1—!. Thus elements of B*(MU(q); Zp) of

degreeg2g +2(^> — 2) are independent over A*(p)/I*(p) if they are

independent over Zp.
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Let <p\H*(BU(q))—>H*(MU(q)) denote the Thorn isomorphism,

and let f, be the universal bundle over BU(q). If uq denotes the

7£-theory Thorn class of f9, then p*(chq,r)=chqfr(uq)=m(r)chq+r(uq);

we regard B*(MU(q); Z)EB*(MU(q); Q) as usual. Now chq+r(uq)

= (p(Tr( — £q)) according to Bott [5], where r,( —f„) is the component

of degree 2r of the Todd class of the "negative" of the bundle f9.

Therefore v*(chq+r) =^>(m(r)Tri — fg)). It has been shown by

M. Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch [4] that w(r)7;(-fg)G772r(7Jt/(g); Z)
is divisible by no primes, so that for p a prime pp[mir)TTi — fa)]^0.

Hence v*[pPichq,r)]^0 for r = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , p — 2, so these elements of

B*iMUiq); Zp) are independent over A*(j>)/I*ip) according to the

preceding paragraph. Thus (4.1) is proved, and with it Theorem (1.4)

for BU[2q]. Q.E.D.
Remark. The image of pp:cU*(7A'(Zp))—>77*(7£(Zj,); Zp) may be best

described with the help of the dual Hopf algebra A*(p) to A*(p).

Milnor has shown [9] that A*(p) is a tensor product of an exterior

subalgebra with a polynomial subalgebra. If we identify A*(p) with

H*(K(ZP); Zp), the image of pp is exactly the polynomial subalgebra

which is the annihilator of the ideal I*(p) in A*(p).
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